Guardian Pumps

Accessories
Adapters
G160

G400 LEVER-ACTION BUCKET PUMP

G160 GREASE GUN HOLDER

1

For use with grease plugs. Use with hand grease guns only. 1⁄8" NPT(f).
G903 NEEDLE NOSE ADAPTER

G402 ROTARY BARREL PUMP
1

For those hard-to-reach spots. Use with hand grease guns only ⁄8" NPT(f).
G904 SMALL 4-WAY GREASE FITTING TOOL

For tap repair of damaged threads (1⁄4"-28) and removal of broken fittings.
G903

G401

G905 LARGE 4-WAY GREASE FITTING TOOL
1

For tap repair of damaged threads ( ⁄8"-NPT) and removal of broken fittings.
6" extension replacement for grease guns. 1⁄8" NPT(m) on both ends.

For bulk filling grease gun G102 or any gun using filler nipple G907. Fits 5-gallon
buckets. Comes with follower plate, drum cover and filler adapter.

G907 GREASE GUN FILLER NIPPLE

G410 PLASTIC BARREL PUMP

For hand-operated grease guns only. Both ends have 1⁄8" NPT(m) threads. Working
pressure 3500 psi. Burst pressure 14,000 psi.
HOSE EXTENSIONS
Model Description
G212
12" length
G212S
12" length w/spring guard

G212

G907

Model
G218
G218S

G404

Description
18" length
18" length w/spring guard

Couplers
For use with most hand-operated grease guns and equipment. 1⁄8" NPT. Knurled body and
mill flats for easy use, installation and removal.

G410

G310 HEAVY-DUTY GREASE COUPLER

G212S

For use with most hand-operated grease guns and equipment. 1⁄8" NPT. Knurled body.
Hex base for proper installation and removal.

G320

Fits 55-gallon drums. Easily dispense small amounts of fluid.
MATERIALS
Model Materials (can be pumped)

G400

Antifreeze, automotive additives, detergents, grease, motor oil, oils (heavy & light),
transmission fluid

G401

Motor oil, oils (heavy & light), heating oil, lacquer thinner, soaps, solvents, thinners,
transmission fluid

G402

Diesel fuel, heating oil, kerosene, lacquer thinner, motor oil, oils (heavy & light),
transmission fluid

G404

Grease

G410

Acids (weak), alcohols, alkalis (weak), antifreeze, automotive additives, benzene,
chloride water, detergents, diesel fuel, disinfectants, fertilizers, herbicides, lacquer
thinner, motor oil, oils (light), thinners, transmission fluid

G415

G414

G781

Specially designed for later model vehicles with hard-to-reach fittings. Complete with
small and large quick-disconnect adapters.
Designed for cars, trucks and equipment with hard-to-reach fittings. Great for front-wheel
drive vehicles. 1⁄8" NPT(f) inlet.

Guardian Accessories

Alcohols, antifreeze, automotive additives, benzene, chloride water,
cleaning solutions, diesel fuel, heating oil, kerosene, lacquer thinner,
motor oil, oils (heavy & light), petroleum products (other), soaps,
solvents, thinners, transmission fluid, water (cold & hot), water-based
fluids, waxes

G413

Alcohols, antifreeze, automotive additives, benzene, chloride water,
cleaning solutions, diesel fuel, heating oil, kerosene, lacquer thinner,
motor oil, oils (heavy & light), petroleum products (other), soaps,
solvents, thinners, transmission fluid, water (cold & hot),
water-based fluids
waxes
Lacquer thinner, motor oil, oils (heavy & light), petroleum products
Acetone, acids (strong & weak), alkalis (weak), alcohols, antifreeze,
automotive additives, benzene, chemicals (aggressive, mild, inorganic),
cleaning solutions, corrosive fluids (mild), detergents, diesel fuel,
disinfectants, farm chemicals, fertilizer, herbicides, insecticides,
motor oil, oils (light), soaps, water (cold)

G414
G415

Additional Accessories
G721 UNIVERSAL BEARING PACKER

Will pack any bearing up to 41⁄2" ID while forcing out old grease.
Can be used with any manual grease gun.

G321 360-DEGREE GREASE COUPLER
G321

G412
3

G721

G320 90-DEGREE GREASE COUPLER
G310

G415 LIGHTWEIGHT SIPHON DRUM

MATERIALS
Model Materials (can be pumped)

G300 STANDARD GREASE COUPLER

G300

Zinc-plated steel drum pump for use with non-corrosive liquids. Fits all
2" drum openings on 16- to 55- gallon drums. Features die-cast head
and curved metal spout.

Fits 5-, 6-, 15-, 30- and 55-gallon drums with ⁄4" or 2" drum opening.
Use mild chemicals, antifreeze, detergent and petroleum-based products.

Grease Hose Extensions

G906

G414 LIFT-ACTION STEEL PISTON W/FIXED SPOUT

Cast iron pump head for transferring petroleum-based, non-corrosive fluids.
Comes with standard bung bushing. Delivers approximately one gallon per
18 revolutions of handle. Great for commercial, automotive, farm and
industrial applications.

G906 GREASE GUN PIPE

G413 LIFT-ACTION PLASTIC PISTON W/STEEL TUBE

Fits all drums with 2" bung opening. 16- to 55-gallon drum capacity.
Includes 3' flex hose and bung adapter. Features a drain-back nozzle
that prevents spills and accidents.

G412

G404 GREASE GUN FILLER PUMP

G400

Used to bulk fill grease guns. 1⁄8" NPT(m) fitting.
G905

G413

Fits 16- to 55-gallon drums. Delivers 10 oz. per stroke. Includes standard bung
bushing. Designed for transfer of petroleum-based, non-corrosive liquids.
Rugged, corrosive-resistant finish. Curved metal spout features threads to fit
all garden hoses.

For those hard-to-reach grease points on farm equipment, 4WDs and other recreational
vehicles. Use with hand grease guns only.
G902 SEAL OFF ADAPTER WITH RUBBER TIP

G904

5-gallon capacity. Dispenses on down stroke. Complete with fixed curved
metal spout and bung adapter.

G401 LEVER-ACTION BARREL PUMP

G901 4" NEEDLE NOZZLE

G902

G412 PLASTIC BUCKET

Fits 5-gallon buckets. Includes pump, 18" drum cover and 4' delivery hose.
Perfect for transferring transmission fluid or heavier fluids.

Holds grease and suction guns with 2 ⁄2" OD barrel. Mount to any surface.
G901

Guardian Pumps

G781 WASTE OIL DRAIN

5-gallon capacity, telescopic drain pan tube.

G402

Guardian Pumps

Guardian Pumps

